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The Post-Truth Era
This book examines the concept of post-truth and the impact it is having on
contemporary life, bringing out both its philosophical and political dimensions.
Post-truth is contextualised within the philosophical discourse of truth, with
particular reference to theories of scepticism and relativism, to explore whether
it can take advantage of these to claim any intellectual credibility. Sim argues
that post-truth cannot be defended on either sceptical or relativistic grounds –
even those provided by recent iconoclastic philosophical movements such as
poststructuralism and postmodernism. The affinity between post-truth and
conspiracy theory is emphasised, and the extent to which post-truth plays a
role in religious doctrine is also considered. Post-truth is seen to constitute a
threat to liberal democratic ideals and our Enlightenment heritage, raising the
question of whether we are moving into a post-liberal age where the far right
would hold power. To prevent this, post-truth urgently needs to be countered.

Surviving Autocracy
Common sense is the foundation of thinking and of human action. It is the
indispensable basis for making our way in the world as individuals and in
community with others, and the starting point for finding truth and building
scientific knowledge. The philosophy of common-sense realism deeply informed
the American Founders’ vision for a self-governing people, in a society where
leaders and average citizens share essentially the same understanding of
reality—of what simply makes sense. But today our confidence in the value and
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it. Elites have learned to disdain it. We’re told that we have moved into a more
sophisticated world, where common sense is passé and the very concept of
truth is outmoded. Indeed, the Oxford Dictionaries selected “post-truth” as the
Word of the Year for 2016. Do we actually live in a post-truth reality? Have we
moved beyond common sense? Can we? In this book, Robert Curry exposes the
absurdity of the attacks on common sense, and demonstrates that we still live
and move in the realm of common sense in our every waking moment. Drawing
from philosophy and literature, science and psychiatry, Reclaiming Common
Sense helps us regain our trust in the “superpower” we all have in common,
while reminding us that we cannot get along without it.

The Post-Truth Era
"A progressive research and information center examines how organizations
and lobbies like gun control, tobacco and alcohol and oil have combined forces
to attack and distort the truth, cripple legislation and create controversy where
there is none, "--NoveList.

America's Post-Truth Phenomenon: When Feelings and Opinions
Trump Facts and Evidence
A provocative and balanced examination of our current social and political
situation—by a cutting–edge philosopher of our times. The world is in turmoil.
As populist waves roil in the UK, Europe, Turkey, Russia, Asia—and most visibly,
the U.S., with the election of Donald Trump—nationalist and extremist political
forces threaten the progress made over many decades. Democracies are reeling
in the face of nihilism and narcissism. How did we get here? And how, with so
much antagonism, cynicism, and discord, can we mend the ruptures in our
societies? In this provocative work, philosopher Ken Wilber applies his Integral
approach to explain how we arrived where we are and why there is cause for
hope. He lays much of the blame on a failure at the progressive, leading edge of
society. This leading edge is characterized by the desire to be as just and
inclusive as possible, and to it we owe the thrust toward women’s rights, the
civil rights movement, the environmental movement, and the concern for
oppression in all its forms. This is all evolutionarily healthy. But what is
unhealthy is a creeping postmodernism that is elitist, “politically correct,”
insistent on an egalitarianism that is itself paradoxically hierarchical, and that
looks down on “deplorables.” Combine this with the techno-economic demise of
many traditional ways of making a living, and you get an explosive mixture. As
Wilber says, for some Trump voters: “Everywhere you are told that you are fully
equal and deserve immediate and complete empowerment, yet everywhere you
are denied the means to actually achieve it. You suffocate, you suffer, and you
get very, very mad.” It is only when members of society’s leading edge can heal
themselves that a new, Integral evolutionary force can emerge to move us
beyond the social and political turmoil of our current time to offer genuine
leadership toward greater wholeness.

Post-Truth and the Mediation of Reality
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"In The Marginalized
Majority, Onnesha Roychoudhuri makes the galvanizing
case that our voices are already the majority--and that our plurality of identities
is not only our greatest strength, but is also at the indisputable core of
successful progressive change throughout history. From the Civil Rights
Movement to the Women's March, Saturday Night Live to the mainstream
media, Roychoudhuri holds the myths about our disenfranchisement up to the
light, illuminating narratives from history that reveal we have far more power
than we're often led to believe. With both clear-eyed hope and electrifying
power, she examines our ideas about what's possible, and what's
necessary--opening up space for action, new realities, and, ultimately,
survival"--

Post-Truth, Scepticism & Power
This book offers a much-needed reframing of food discourse by presenting
alternative ways of thinking about the changing politics of food, eating, and
nutrition. It examines critical epistemological questions of how food knowledge
comes to be shaped and why we see pendulum swings when it comes to the
question of what to eat. As food facts peak and peril in the face of conflicting
dietary advice and nutritional evidence, this book situates shifting food truths
through a critical analysis of how healthy eating is framed and contested,
particularly amid fluctuating truth claims of a “post-truth” culture. It explores
what a post-truth epistemological framework can offer critical food and health
studies, considers the type of questions this may enable, and looks at what can
be gained by relinquishing rigid empirical pursuits of singular dietary truths. In
focusing too intently on the separation between food fact and food fiction, the
book argues that politically dangerous and epistemically narrow ideas of one
way to eat “healthy” or “right” are perpetuated. Drawing on a range of archival
materials related to food and health and interviews with registered dietitians,
this book offers various examples of shifting food truths, from macro-historical
genealogies to contemporary case studies of dairy, wheat, and meat. Providing
a rich and innovative analysis, this book offers news ways to think about, and
act upon, our increasingly complex food landscapes. It does so by loosening our
empirical Western reliance on singular food facts in favour of an articulation of
contextual food truths that situate the problems of health as problems of living,
not as individualistic problems of eating. It will be of interest to students,
scholars, and practitioners working in food studies, food politics, sociology,
environmental geography, health, nutrition, and cultural studies.

Reimagining Journalism in a Post-Truth World: How Late-Night
Comedians, Internet Trolls, and Savvy Reporters Are
Transforming News
Brands are built on trust, but in a post-truth world they're faced with a serious
challenge: so much of modern life is defined by mistrust. A shattering of the
vital trust connection between brands and consumers, together with the
evaporation of authenticity as a core brand pillar, is causing enormous
problems for businesses on a global scale. If a brand isn't seen as trustworthy,
then when choice is available it will be rejected in favour of one that is. The
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Business provides a way forward for any organization wishing to
rebuild brand authenticity in a distrustful world. It explains the interconnected
problems facing businesses, with important topics including: - The impact of
fake news, disinformation and the weaponizing of lies - The safeguarding of
privacy, alongside privacy as a tradable asset - Why and how brands must
create communication with meaning - The dangers of inauthentic cultural
marketing activities - Examples of conscious capitalism and brand activism Lessons in authenticity from artisans and innovators - National branding and
reputation capital - Leveraging the power of 'brand trust' The Post-Truth
Business shows how to strengthen consumer engagement by closing the 'brand
credibility gap'. It's packed with examples of inspiring people, brands and
international campaigns from the fashion, beauty, outdoor, motor, drinks,
finance, media, technology, entertainment and health sectors. Each of them
demonstrates a dynamic and positive way forward.

The Art of Political Storytelling
This edited collection brings together international authors to discuss the
meaning and purpose of higher education in a “post-truth” world. The editors
and authors argue that notions such as “fact” and “evidence” in a post-truth
era must be understood not only politically, but also socially and epistemically.
The essays philosophically examine the post-truth environment and its impact
on education with respect to our most basic ideas of what universities, research
and education are or should be. The book brings together authors working in
Australia, China, Croatia, Romania, Canada, New Zealand, Portugal, Sweden, UK
and USA.

Lies, Incorporated
This book combines political theory with media and communications studies in
order to formulate a theory of post-truth, concentrating on the latter’s
preconditions, context, and functions in today’s societies. Contrary to the
prevalent view of post-truth as primarily manipulative, it is argued that posttruth is, instead, a collusion in which audiences willingly engage with
aspirational narratives co-created with the communicators. Meanwhile, the
broader meta-framework for post-truth is provided by mediatisation—increasing
subjection of a variety of social spheres to media logic and the primacy of media
in everyday human activities. Ultimately, post-truth is governed by collective
efforts to maximise the pleasure of encountering the world and attempts to set
hegemonic benchmarks for such pleasure.

How Propaganda Works
Our contemporary moment is preoccupied with arbitrating ‘reality’. With the
spectre of buzzwords like ‘fake news’ and ‘post-truth’ we find a scramble to
locate or fix some sort of universal ‘real’ beneath what are positioned as ‘fake’
articulations. To engage with this crisis, this collection argues for the
importance of a new conjuncture in communication and cultural studies of
media. Building on Hall’s understanding of ‘conjuncture’ as a way of grasping
moments within hegemonic struggle, the essays suggest that the current
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moment requires
a revitalization of the concept of conjuncture.
The Marginalized Majority
2016 marked the birth of the post-truth era. Sophistry and spin have coloured
politics since the dawn of time, but two shock events - the Brexit vote and
Donald Trump's elevation to US President - heralded a departure into murkier
territory. From Trump denying video evidence of his own words, to the infamous
Leave claims of £350 million for the NHS, politics has rarely seen so many
stretching the truth with such impunity. Bullshit gets you noticed. Bullshit
makes you rich. Bullshit can even pave your way to the Oval Office. This is
bigger than fake news and bigger than social media. It's about the slow rise of a
political, media and online infrastructure that has devalued truth. This is the
story of bullshit: what's being spread, who's spreading it, why it works - and
what we can do to tackle it.

Myth of ‘Free Media’ and Fake News in the Post-Truth Era
"Dishonesty inspires more euphemisms than copulation or defecation. This
helps desensitize us to its implications. In the post-truth era we don't just have
truth and lies but a third category of ambiguous statements that are not exactly
the truth but fall just short of a lie. Enhanced truth it might be called. Neotruth. Soft truth. Faux truth. Truth lite." Deception has become the modern way
of life. Where once the boundary line between truth and lies was clear and
distinct, it is no longer so. In the post-truth era, deceiving others has become a
challenge, a game, a habit. High-profile dissemblers compete for news
coverage, from journalists like Jayson Blair and professors like Joseph Ellis to
politicians (of all stripes), executives, and "creative" accountants. Research
suggests that the average American tells multiple lies on a daily basis, often for
no good reason. Not a finger-wagging scolding, The Post-Truth Era is a
combination of Ralph Keyes's investigative journalism and solid science. The
result is a spirited exploration of why we lie about practically everything and
the consequences such casual dishonesty has on society. American society has
become permeated from top to bottom by deception. Its consequences for the
nature of public discourse, media, business, literature, academia, and politics
are profound. With dry humor, passionate fervor, and deep understanding,
Ralph Keyes takes us on a tour of a world where truth and honesty are no
longer absolutes but mutable, fluid concepts.

How to save politics in a post-truth era
Myth of ‘Free Media’ and Fake News in the Post-truth Era reveals the story of
‘fake news’ hysteria and myth of ‘free media’ in the post-truth world order,
starting from the question of whether there has really been a ‘truth’ era. The
book examines how the news media is battling for relevance in the age of
Internet. It shows how the wave of media ‘liberalization’ has weakened the
basic premise of Libertarian Media Function Theory, which states that the
media is the ‘Fourth Estate’ that protects the citizens from abuse of power by
the government. It analyses how excessive commercialization of the media and
the commodification of news has changed journalism globally. The book
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news reporting from an adversarial model to a human-centric one.

Post-Truth, Philosophy and Law
Are we living in a post-truth world, where "alternative facts" replace actual
facts and feelings have more weight than evidence? How did we get here? In
this volume in the MIT Press Essential Knowledge series, Lee McIntyre traces
the development of the post-truth phenomenon from science denial through the
rise of "fake news," from our psychological blind spots to the public's retreat
into "information silos." What, exactly, is post-truth? Is it wishful thinking,
political spin, mass delusion, bold-faced lying? McIntyre analyzes recent
examples -- claims about inauguration crowd size, crime statistics, and the
popular vote -- and finds that post-truth is an assertion of ideological
supremacy by which its practitioners try to compel someone to believe
something regardless of the evidence. Yet post-truth didn't begin with the 2016
election; the denial of scientific facts about smoking, evolution, vaccines, and
climate change offers a road map for more widespread fact denial. Add to this
the wired-in cognitive biases that make us feel that our conclusions are based
on good reasoning even when they are not, the decline of traditional media and
the rise of social media, and the emergence of fake news as a political tool, and
we have the ideal conditions for post-truth. McIntyre also argues provocatively
that the right wing borrowed from postmodernism -- specifically, the idea that
there is no such thing as objective truth -- in its attacks on science and facts.
McIntyre argues that we can fight post-truth, and that the first step in fighting
post-truth is to understand it.

Social Media and the Post-Truth World Order
In our post-truth world, tapping into people's emotions has proved far more
effective than rational argument - and, as Philip Seargeant argues in this
illuminating and entertaining book, the most powerful tool for manipulating
emotions is a gripping narrative. From Trump's America to Brexit Britain,
weaving a good story, featuring fearless protagonists, challenging quests
against seemingly insurmountable odds, and soundbite after soundbite of
memorable dialogue has been at the heart of political success. So does an
understanding of the art of storytelling help explain today's successful political
movements? Can it translate into a blueprint for victory at the ballot box? The
Art of Political Storytelling looks at how stories are created, shared and
contested, illuminating the pivotal role that persuasive storytelling plays in
shaping our understanding of the political world we live in. By mastering the
tools and tricks of narrative, and evaluating the language and rhetorical
strategies used to craft and enact them, Seargeant explains how and why
today's combination of new media, populism and partisanship makes
storytelling an ever more important part of the persuasive and political process.
In doing so, the book offers an original and compelling way of understanding
the chaotic world of today's politics.

Trump and a Post-Truth World
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presents absorbing and critical expert perspectives on the post-truth
phenomenon that has infiltrated the U.S. political system, media, and populace.
• Analyzes Trump-administration-generated mistruths in a discussion of posttruth America • Presents varied concerns, perspectives, and thought-provoking
topics in clear, accessible, and engaging words • Explains the historical and
social circumstances that led to post-truth • Details why some people are more
apt to embrace and spread post-truth • Outlines actions to defeat post-truth

The Post-Truth Business
Our democracy today is fraught with political campaigns, lobbyists, liberal
media, and Fox News commentators, all using language to influence the way we
think and reason about public issues. Even so, many of us believe that
propaganda and manipulation aren't problems for us--not in the way they were
for the totalitarian societies of the mid-twentieth century. In How Propaganda
Works, Jason Stanley demonstrates that more attention needs to be paid. He
examines how propaganda operates subtly, how it undermines
democracy--particularly the ideals of democratic deliberation and equality--and
how it has damaged democracies of the past.

Bunk
This book examines the relationship between information and communication
technology (ICT) and politics in a global perspective.

The History and Theory of Post-Truth Communication
What is the role of literary studies in an age of Twitter threads and viral news?
If the study of literature today is not just about turning to classic texts with ageold questions, neither is it a rejection of close reading or critical inquiry.
Through the lived experience of a humanities professor in a rapidly changing
world, this book explores how the careful study of literature and culture may be
precisely what we need to navigate our dizzying epoch of post-truth politics and
ecological urgency.

Post-Truth
"Fake news," wild conspiracy theories, misleading claims, doctored photos, lies
peddled as facts, facts dismissed as lies—citizens of democracies increasingly
inhabit a public sphere teeming with competing claims and counterclaims, with
no institution or person possessing the authority to settle basic disputes in a
definitive way. The problem may be novel in some of its details—including the
role of today's political leaders, along with broadcast and digital media, in
intensifying the epistemic anarchy—but the challenge of determining truth in a
democratic world has a backstory. In this lively and illuminating book, historian
Sophia Rosenfeld explores a longstanding and largely unspoken tension at the
heart of democracy between the supposed wisdom of the crowd and the need
for information to be vetted and evaluated by a learned elite made up of
trusted experts. What we are witnessing now is the unraveling of the détente
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chapters, Rosenfeld substantiates her claim by tracing the history of the vexed
relationship between democracy and truth. She begins with an examination of
the period prior to the eighteenth-century Age of Revolutions, where she
uncovers the political and epistemological foundations of our democratic world.
Subsequent chapters move from the Enlightenment to the rise of both populist
and technocratic notions of democracy between the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries to the troubling trends—including the collapse of social trust—that
have led to the rise of our "post-truth" public life. Rosenfeld concludes by
offering suggestions for how to defend the idea of truth against the forces that
would undermine it.

Post-Truth
This book discusses post-truth not merely as a Western issue, but as a
problematic political and cultural condition with global ramifications. By
locating the roots of the phenomenon in the trust crisis suffered by liberal
democracy and its institutions, the book argues that post-truth serves as a
space for ideological conflicts and geopolitical power struggles that are
reshaping the world order. The era of post-truth politics is thus here to stay,
and its reach is increasingly global: Russian trolls organizing events on social
media attended by thousands of unaware American citizens; Turkish progovernment activists amplifying on Twitter conspiracy theories concocted via
Internet imageboards by online subcultures in the United States; American and
European social media users spreading fictional political narratives in support
of the Syrian regime; and Facebook offering a platform for a harassment
campaign by Buddhist ultra-nationalists in Myanmar that led to the killing of
thousands of Muslims. These are just some of the examples that demonstrate
the dangerous effects of the Internet-driven global diffusion of disinformation
and misinformation. Grounded on a theoretical framework yet written in an
engaging and accessible way, this timely book is a valuable resource for
students, researchers, policymakers and citizens concerned with the impact of
social media on politics.

Democracy and Truth
How should we share the truth about the environmental crisis? At a moment
when even the most basic facts about ecology and the climate face contestation
and contempt, environmental advocates are at an impasse. Many have turned
to social media and digital technologies to shift the tide. But what if their
strategy is not only flawed, but dangerous? The Truth about Nature follows
environmental actors as they turn to the internet to save nature. It documents
how conservation efforts are transformed through the political economy of
platforms and the algorithmic feeds that have been instrumental to the rise of
post-truth politics. Developing a novel account of post-truth as an expression of
power under platform capitalism, Bram Büscher shows how environmental
actors attempt to mediate between structural forms of platform power and the
contingent histories and contexts of particular environmental issues. Bringing
efforts at wildlife protection in Southern Africa into dialogue with a sweeping
analysis of truth and power in the twenty-first century, Büscher makes the case
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for a new environmental
politics that radically reignites the art of speaking
truth to power.

A Political Theory of Post-Truth
How we arrived in a post-truth era, when “alternative facts” replace actual
facts, and feelings have more weight than evidence. Are we living in a posttruth world, where “alternative facts” replace actual facts and feelings have
more weight than evidence? How did we get here? In this volume in the MIT
Press Essential Knowledge series, Lee McIntyre traces the development of the
post-truth phenomenon from science denial through the rise of “fake news,”
from our psychological blind spots to the public's retreat into “information
silos.” What, exactly, is post-truth? Is it wishful thinking, political spin, mass
delusion, bold-faced lying? McIntyre analyzes recent examples—claims about
inauguration crowd size, crime statistics, and the popular vote—and finds that
post-truth is an assertion of ideological supremacy by which its practitioners try
to compel someone to believe something regardless of the evidence. Yet posttruth didn't begin with the 2016 election; the denial of scientific facts about
smoking, evolution, vaccines, and climate change offers a road map for more
widespread fact denial. Add to this the wired-in cognitive biases that make us
feel that our conclusions are based on good reasoning even when they are not,
the decline of traditional media and the rise of social media, and the emergence
of fake news as a political tool, and we have the ideal conditions for post-truth.
McIntyre also argues provocatively that the right wing borrowed from
postmodernism—specifically, the idea that there is no such thing as objective
truth—in its attacks on science and facts. McIntyre argues that we can fight
post-truth, and that the first step in fighting post-truth is to understand it.

Truth Telling in a Post-Truth World
This edited volume looks at whether it is possible to be more transparent about
uncertainty in scientific evidence without undermining public understanding
and trust. With contributions from leading experts in the field, this book
explores the communication of risk and decision-making in an increasingly posttruth world. Drawing on case studies from climate change to genetic testing,
the authors argue for better quality evidence synthesis to cut through the noise
and highlight the need for more structured public dialogue. For uncertainty in
scientific evidence to be communicated effectively, they conclude that
trustworthiness is vital: the data and methods underlying statistics must be
transparent, valid, and sound, and the numbers need to demonstrate practical
utility and add social value to people’s lives. Presenting a conceptual
framework to help navigate the reader through the key social and scientific
challenges of a post-truth era, this book will be of great relevance to students,
scholars, and policy makers with an interest in risk analysis and communication.

Post-Truth
Where would we be without the truth telling of Moses, Jesus, Martin Luther King
Jr.- and you? The choice is clear: truth, justice, and freedom, or lies, injustice,
and bondage? The good life and a just society depend on truth telling- but are
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we more comfortable
with lies and fake news?
Post-Truth B
The best-selling author of Is There Life After High School? reveals the
pervasiveness of deceitful behavior in American society, drawing on current
research to explain why people lie and tolerate dishonesty on a daily basis, and
profiling the deceptive behaviors of such figures as journalist Jayson Blair and
professor Joseph Ellis. 20,000 first printing.

Post-Truth
‘Post-truth’ was Oxford Dictionaries 2016 word of the year. While the term was
coined by its disparagers in the light of the Brexit and US presidential
campaigns, the roots of post-truth lie deep in the history of Western social and
political theory. Post-Truth reaches back to Plato, ranging across theology and
philosophy, to focus on the Machiavellian tradition in classical sociology, as
exemplified by Vilfredo Pareto, who offered the original modern account of posttruth in terms of the ‘circulation of elites’. The defining feature of ‘post-truth’ is
a strong distinction between appearance and reality which is never quite
resolved and so the strongest appearance ends up passing for reality. The only
question is whether more is gained by rapid changes in appearance or by
stabilizing one such appearance. Post-Truth plays out what this means for both
politics and science.

Post-Truth
Western societies are under siege, as fake news, post-truth and alternative
facts are undermining the very core of democracy. This dystopian narrative is
currently circulated by intellectuals, journalists and policy makers worldwide. In
this book, Johan Farkas and Jannick Schou deliver a comprehensive study of
post-truth discourses. They critically map the normative ideas contained in
these and present a forceful call for deepening democracy. The dominant
narrative of our time is that democracy is in a state of emergency caused by
social media, changes to journalism and misinformed masses. This crisis needs
to be resolved by reinstating truth at the heart of democracy, even if this
means curtailing civic participation and popular sovereignty. Engaging with
critical political philosophy, Farkas and Schou argue that these solutions
neglect the fact that democracy has never been about truth alone: it is equally
about the voice of the democratic people. Post-Truth, Fake News and
Democracy delivers a sobering diagnosis of our times. It maps contemporary
discourses on truth and democracy, foregrounds their normative foundations
and connects these to historical changes within liberal democracies. The book
will be of interest to students and scholars studying the current state and
future of democracy, as well as to a politically informed readership.

History in a Post-Truth World
Post-Truth Rhetoric and Composition is a timely exploration of the increasingly
widespread and disturbing effect of “post-truth” on public discourse in the
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feigned ethos, hyperbole, and other forms of post-truth rhetoric employed in
recent political discourse. The book frames “post-truth” within rhetorical
theory, referring to the classic triad of logos, ethos, and pathos. McComiskey
shows that it is the loss of grounding in logos that exposes us to the dangers of
post-truth. As logos is the realm of fact, logic, truth, and valid reasoning,
Western society faces increased risks—including violence, unchecked libel, and
tainted elections—when the value of reason is diminished and audiences allow
themselves to be swayed by pathos and ethos. Evaluations of truth are deferred
or avoided, and mendacity convincingly masquerades as a valid form of
argument. In a post-truth world, where neither truth nor falsehood has reliable
meaning, language becomes purely strategic, without reference to anything
other than itself. This scenario has serious consequences not only for our public
discourse but also for the study of composition.

Post-Truth Rhetoric and Composition
This book traces the principal roots of the concept of post-truth to uncover how
it came by its present meaning. The concept of post-truth is the ripe and
poisonous fruit of a tree fertilized and watered by many gardeners: some with
good intentions, some with bad intentions, and others without a full
understanding of the consequences of their thoughts and actions. If the
concepts behind the expression ‘post-truth’ have a long history, what is behind
the current rise in interest and alarm about the concept? Chosen by the Oxford
English Dictionary as ‘word of the year’ in 2016, post-truth has entered both
journalistic and common languages. There is, however, much confusion and a
suffocating rhetoric about what it is, how it became such a powerful force, and
its positive or perverse effects. Offering a fast-paced discussion of philosophical
concepts, sociological theories, communication strategies, and original
interpretations of historical events from the birth of mass media until today,
this book is a guide for those who want to understand what is going on in
Western society and culture.

Risk and Uncertainty in a Post-Truth Society
In the wake of Brexit and Trump, the debate surrounding post-truth fills the
newspapers and is at the center of the public debate. Democratic institutions
and the rule of law have always been constructed and legitimized by discourses
of truth. And so the issue of "post-truth" or "fake truth" can be regarded as a
contemporary degeneration of that legitimacy. But what, precisely, is post-truth
from a theoretical point of view? Can it actually change perceptions of law, of
institutions and political power? And can it affect our understanding of society
and social relations? What are its ideological premises? What are the technical
conditions that foster it? And most importantly, does it have anything to teach
lovers of the truth? Pursuing an interdisciplinary perspective, this book gathers
both well-known and newer scholars from a range of subject areas, to engage in
a philosophical interrogation of the relationship between truth and law.

Reclaiming Common Sense
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for the National Book Award for Nonfiction “There Kevin Young goes
again, giving us books we greatly need, cleverly disguised as books we merely
want. Unexpectedly essential.”—Marlon James Award-winning poet and critic
Kevin Young tours us through a rogue’s gallery of hoaxers, plagiarists, forgers,
and fakers—from the humbug of P. T. Barnum and Edgar Allan Poe to the
unrepentant bunk of JT LeRoy and Donald J. Trump. Bunk traces the history of
the hoax as a peculiarly American phenomenon, examining what motivates
hucksters and makes the rest of us so gullible. Disturbingly, Young finds that
fakery is woven from stereotype and suspicion, race being the most insidious
American hoax of all. He chronicles how Barnum came to fame by displaying
figures like Joice Heth, a black woman whom he pretended was the 161-year-old
nursemaid to George Washington, and What Is It?, an African American man
Barnum professed was a newly discovered missing link in evolution. Bunk then
turns to the hoaxing of history and the ways that forgers, plagiarists, and
journalistic fakers invent backstories and falsehoods to sell us lies about
themselves and about the world in our own time, from pretend Native
Americans Grey Owl and Nasdijj to the deadly imposture of Clark Rockefeller,
from the made-up memoirs of James Frey to the identity theft of Rachel Dolezal.
In this brilliant and timely work, Young asks what it means to live in a postfactual world of “truthiness” where everything is up for interpretation and
everyone is subject to a pervasive cynicism that damages our ideas of reality,
fact, and art.

Post-Truth
This book analyses the relationship between digital media systems and post
truth politics. It demonstrates that the complexity of modern systems is an
existential challenge for our ability to understand and research these issues. A
new theory is proposed for studying complexity, explaining how system
interactionism differs from established ideas, including assemblage and actor
network theories. After considering the social system of Niklas Luhmann, the
author proposes an interactionist methodology better equipped to deal with
system complexity. A description of the logical operations of the digital and
political systems is provided, establishing precedents for an analysis of the role
of hypertext in shaping the emergent digital-politics. The book demonstrates
how the principles of system interactionism can guide digital media research
into polarisation and political language.

Complexity, Digital Media and Post Truth Politics
“When Gessen speaks about autocracy, you listen.” —The New York Times “A
reckoning with what has been lost in the past few years and a map forward with
our beliefs intact.” —Interview As seen on MSNBC’s Morning Joe and heard on
NPR’s All Things Considered: the bestselling, National Book Award–winning
journalist offers an essential guide to understanding, resisting, and recovering
from the ravages of our tumultuous times. This incisive book provides an
essential guide to understanding and recovering from the calamitous corrosion
of American democracy over the past few years. Thanks to the special
perspective that is the legacy of a Soviet childhood and two decades covering
the resurgence of totalitarianism in Russia, Masha Gessen has a sixth sense for
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the manifestations
of autocracy—and the unique cross-cultural fluency to
delineate their emergence to Americans. Gessen not only anatomizes the
corrosion of the institutions and cultural norms we hoped would save us but
also tells us the story of how a short few years changed us from a people who
saw ourselves as a nation of immigrants to a populace haggling over a border
wall, heirs to a degraded sense of truth, meaning, and possibility. Surviving
Autocracy is an inventory of ravages and a call to account but also a beacon to
recovery—and to the hope of what comes next.

Politics and Technology in the Post-Truth Era
History in a Post-Truth World: Theory and Praxis explores one of the most
significant paradigm shifts in public discourse. A post-truth environment that
appeals primarily to emotion, elevates personal belief, and devalues expert
opinion has important implications far beyond Brexit or the election of Donald
Trump, and has a profound impact on how history is produced and consumed.
Post-truth history is not merely a synonym for lies. This book argues that
indifference to historicity by both the purveyor and the recipient, contempt for
expert opinion that contradicts it, and ideological motivation are its key
characteristics. Taking a multidisciplinary approach, this work explores some of
the following questions: What exactly is post-truth history? Does it represent a
new phenomenon? Does the historian have a special role to play in preserving
public memory from ‘alternative facts’? Do academics more generally have an
obligation to combat fake news and fake history both in universities and on
social media? How has a ‘post-truth culture’ impacted professional and popular
historical discourse? Looking at theoretical dimensions and case studies from
around the world, this book explores the violent potential of post-truth history
and calls on readers to resist.

Shifting Food Facts
'A Malcolm Gladwell-style social psychology/behavioural economics primer'
Evening Standard Low-level dishonesty is rife everywhere, in the form of
exaggeration, selective use of facts, economy with the truth, careful drafting from Trump and the Brexit debate to companies that tell us 'your call is
important to us'. How did we get to a place where bullshit is not just rife but
apparently so effective that it's become the communications strategy of our
times? This brilliantly insightful book steps inside the panoply of deception
employed in all walks of life and assesses how it has come to this. It sets out
the surprising logic which explains why bullshit is both pervasive and
persistent. Why are company annual reports often nonsense? Why should you
not trust estate agents? And above all, why has political campaigning become
the art of stretching the truth? Drawing on behavioural science, economics,
psychology and of course his knowledge of the media, Evan ends by providing
readers with a tool-kit to handle the kinds of deceptions we encounter every
day, and charts a route through the muddy waters of the post-truth age.

Post-Truth, Fake News
In a world of "alternative facts" and "post-truth" politics, producing publicPage 13/14
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interest journalism
is more important than ever—but also more complex. This
book examines how journalism is evolving to meet the demands of the digital
media ecosystem, where lies often spread faster than truth, and where modern
news consumers increasingly expect journalism to be a conversation, not a
lecture. • Examines the historical roots of journalism's crisis while pushing the
conversation toward promising experiments and solutions • Offers insights from
digital-era disruptors and innovators, as well as long-time veterans of the news
business • Provides context for the 2016 election's "fake news" phenomenon
and explains—in clear and compelling prose—what savvy journalists are doing
to rebuild trust in the real thing

The Work of Literature in an Age of Post-Truth
The rise of populism, Donald Trump's election and the result of the EU
referendum in the UK have been widely interpreted as a rejection of the postwar liberal order – the manifestation of a desire to undermine the political
system that people feel has let them down. Yet mainstream politicians and
analysts have been slow to grasp the changing situation, instead relying on a
rhetoric of ‘hard data’ and narrow economic arguments while failing to properly
engage with the politics of identity. This book argues that the relationship
between methodology and politics is now more important than ever – that
politics, if it is anything, is about engaging with people’s interpretations and
narratives of the world in which they find themselves. Politics in this new ‘posttruth’ era will require an appreciation of the fact we live in an uncertain world
of endless diversity and potential for change. This thoughtful book addresses
how we might think about and do politics in these strange new times.

Post-Truth, Fake News and Democracy
The Truth about Nature
Welcome to the Post-Truth era— a time in which the art of the lie is shaking the
very foundations of democracy and the world as we know it. The Brexit vote;
Donald Trump’s victory; the rejection of climate change science; the vilification
of immigrants; all have been based on the power to evoke feelings and not
facts. So what does it all mean and how can we champion truth in in a time of
lies and ‘alternative facts’? In this eye-opening and timely book, Post-Truth is
distinguished from a long tradition of political lies, exaggeration and spin. What
is new is not the mendacity of politicians but the public’s response to it and the
ability of new technologies and social media to manipulate, polarise and
entrench opinion. Where trust has evaporated, conspiracy theories thrive, the
authority of the media wilt and emotions matter more than facts . Now, one of
the UK’s most respected political journalists, Matthew d’Ancona investigates
how we got here, why quiet resignation is not an option and how we can and
must fight back.
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